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ABSTRACT
We analyze the orbital parameters of the recently discovered exoplanet candidate Proxima c using a combination of its spectroscopic
orbital parameters and Gaia DR2 astrometric proper motion anomaly. We obtain an orbital inclination of i = 152 ± 14 deg for the
prograde solution, corresponding to a planet mass of mc = 12+12−5 M⊕, comparable to Uranus and Neptune. While the derived orbital
parameters are too uncertain to accurately predict the position of the planet for a given epoch, we present a map of its probability of
presence relative to its parent star in the coming years.
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1. Introduction
Proxima Centauri (GJ 551, HIP 70890, hereafter Proxima) is a
red dwarf of spectral type M5.5V, and our nearest stellar neigh-
bor. It is a member of the αCentauri triple system (WDS J14396-
6050AB, GJ559AB), which also comprises the solar-like stars
αCen A (HD 128620) and B (HD 128621) of spectral types
G2V and K1V (Kervella et al. 2017a,b), respectively. Using the
radial velocity technique, Anglada-Escudé et al. (2016) discov-
ered a terrestrial-mass planet orbiting Proxima in its habitable
zone (Proxima b). Damasso et al. (2020) confirmed its parame-
ters and identified a second planet candidate, Proxima c, orbiting
at 1.5 au with a minimum mass mc sin i = 6 M⊕. One of the in-
terests of the planetary system of Proxima is that, because of
its proximity to us, it is a privileged target for future interstel-
lar probes (Heller et al. 2017; Forgan et al. 2018), such as for
example the Breakthrough Starshot project (Parkin 2018). Here,
we combine the spectroscopic orbital parameters of Proxima de-
termined by Damasso et al. (2020) with the astrometric proper
motion anomaly (PMa) measured by Kervella et al. (2019a). Us-
ing these two complementary observables, we constrain the or-
bital parameters of the planet, and in particular the orbital plane
inclination i and the longitude of the ascending node Ω.
2. Analysis from spectroscopy and astrometry
2.1. Observational quantities
The spectroscopic orbital parameters summarized in Table 1
were determined by Damasso et al. (2020) based on high-
precision radial velocity measurements collected using the
HARPS and UVES spectrographs. These parameters character-
ize the orbital reflex motion induced by Proxima c on its parent
star along the line of sight.
Kervella et al. (2019a) define the PMa as the difference be-
tween the short-term proper motion (PM) vector from the Hip-
parcos (Hip2, van Leeuwen 2007) or Gaia DR2 (GDR2, Gaia
Collaboration et al. 2018) catalogs and the long-term PM vector.
The latter is computed using the difference between the Hip2 and
GDR2 positions, taking advantage of the long time baseline of
24.25 years to reach high accuracy. Historically, this long-term to
short-term PM comparison has been employed by Bessel (1844)
to discover Sirius B and Procyon B, and recent applications of
this technique can be found in Frankowski et al. (2007), Makarov
et al. (2008), Brandt (2018, 2019) and Kervella et al. (2019b). It
relies on the fact that the presence of an orbiting stellar or plane-
tary companion shifts the barycenter of the system away from its
photocenter (located very close to the primary star center in the
case of a planet). This results in a deviation of the short-term PM
vector (attached to the photocenter) compared to the long-term
PM vector (that mostly follows the barycenter motion). In this
paper, we assume the long-term Hip2-GDR2 PM to be the mo-
tion of the barycenter of the Proxima system (including the star
and its planets). The orbital periods of Proxima b and c, namely
11.2 days and 5.2 years, respectively, are much shorter than the
24.25 years separating the Hip2 and GDR2 measurements, and
their effect on the long-term PM can be neglected. The influence
of the inner planet Proxima b on the GDR2 PMa vector ∆µG2
is also negligible due to its very short orbital period (11.2 days)
compared to the GDR2 observing window (668 days). The PMa
vector listed in Table 1 therefore closely traces the tangential
reflex motion of Proxima induced by the outer planet Proxima
c, averaged over the GDR2 time window. Further details on the
sensitivity function and limitations of the PMa as an indicator of
binarity can be found in Kervella et al. (2019a).
Following Kervella et al. (2017b), the mass of Proxima is es-
timated to m? = 0.1221 ± 0.0022 M from the mass–luminosity
relation calibrated by Mann et al. (2015) and the 2MASS magni-
tude mK = 4.384 ± 0.033 (Skrutskie et al. 2006). As in Kervella
et al. (2019a), we slightly corrected the parallax of Proxima from
the Gaia DR2 catalog (Gaia Collaboration et al. 2018) by adding
a parallax zero point offset of +29 µas (negligible compared to
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Table 1. Observational parameters of Proxima Centauri and Proxima c.
Quantity Value Ref.
Mass of Proxima m? 0.1221 ± 0.0022 M M15
Parallax $ 768.529 ± 0.220 mas GDR2
RV amplitude of Proxima Kc 1.2 ± 0.4 m s−1 D20
Orbital period Porb 1900+96−82 days D20
Inferior conjunction BJD Tc,conj 2 455 892+101−102 D20
Eccentricity e 0 Fixed
GDR2 PM anomaly ∆µG2 ∆µα = +0.218 ± 0.112 mas a−1 K19
∆µδ = +0.384 ± 0.215 mas a−1 K19
ρ(∆µα,∆µδ) = 0.37 GDR2
References. D20: Damasso et al. (2020); GDR2: Gaia Collaboration et al. (2018); K19: Kervella et al. (2019a); M15: Mann et al. (2015).
the uncertainty) and rescaling the error bar, as recommended by
Lindegren et al. (2018). We obtain $ = 768.529± 0.220 mas for
epoch J2015.5, whose uncertainty (±0.03%) is negligible for the
present analysis.
2.2. Orbital parameters and mass of Proxima c
We fit the orbital parameters of Proxima c taking into account
the spectroscopic orbital parameters determined by Damasso
et al. (2020), as well as the ∆µG2 PMa vector from Kervella
et al. (2019a). We retrieved the transit times of Proxima on the
Gaia detectors from the online Gaia Observation Forecast Tool
(GOST)1. This allowed us to model the time smearing in the
GDR2 catalog PMa using the true distribution of individual mea-
surement epochs corresponding to the PM vector reported in the
GDR2 catalog. We use this information to match the PMa from
our orbit model to the measured (averaged) PMa vector. The ef-
fective GDR2 PMa measurement epoch for Proxima is found to
be J2015.67. While this method is in theory more accurate than
a straight, unweighted integration over the GDR2 measurement
window, we find that both computations agree very well in prac-
tice. This is due to the high density of the Gaia transits and their
regular distribution over the observing time window, which cov-
ers approximately half of the orbital period of Proxima c.
Similarly to Damasso et al. (2020), we assume a circular or-
bit for planet c (e = 0). The orbital period and the adopted mass
of Proxima (Table 1) define the orbital radius ac. The only or-
bital parameters to be determined are therefore the orbital in-
clination i and the longitude of the ascending node Ω. For the
estimation of the uncertainties on i and Ω, we followed a classi-
cal Monte Carlo (MC) numerical approach. We adopted a prior
on the orbital inclination proportional to sin(i) using rejection
sampling, which corresponds to a random orientation of the or-
bit. The choice of this prior is justified by the fact we have a low
signal-to-noise ratio (< 5) on the astrometry and radial velocity
data; further details can be found in Pourbaix & Arenou (2001)
and Arenou & Palasi (2004) for example. We neglected the un-
certainties on the mass of Proxima and its parallax. We took into
account the uncertainties on the spectroscopic orbital parame-
ters, the averaging of the PMa over the GDR2 transit epochs, the
PMa vector uncertainty, and the correlation listed in the GDR2
catalog between the PM vector components (ρ = 0.37). Due to
the fact that we have only one PMa vector, two inclinations are
1 https://gaia.esac.esa.int/gost/index.jsp
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Fig. 1. Monte Carlo scatter plots (upper right and lower left panels)
and kernel density estimates (upper left and lower right panels) of the
inclination i and longitude of ascending node Ω distributions for the
prograde orbital solution.
possible: 0◦ 6 i1 6 90◦ (retrograde) and i2 = 180◦ − i1 (pro-
grade, 90 6 i2 6 180◦). Following the standard convention, Ω
is counted from north (Ω = 0◦) toward east, and corresponds to
the position angle of the intersection of the planetary orbit with
the plane of the sky at Proxima’s distance, when the Sun–planet
distance is increasing.
The best-fit orbital parameters and mass of Proxima c are
listed in Table 2, and the MC scatter plots of the distributions of
i and Ω for the prograde solution are shown in Fig. 1. The incli-
nation of the prograde solution is found to be 152±14 deg, corre-
sponding to a mass of mc = 12+12−5 M⊕ for Proxima c, comparable
to Uranus and Neptune. We tested a MC computation without
any prior on i, for which we obtain a best fit value i = 159 deg
and a planet mass of 16 M, which is highly consistent with the
results obtained without the prior.
The best-fit prograde and retrograde orbits are displayed in
Fig. 2. Due to the relatively large uncertainties on i and Ω, this
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map cannot be used to accurately predict the position of Prox-
ima c at any time. However, when the orbital phase of the planet
is close to the ascending or descending nodes, its relative posi-
tion with respect to Proxima is significantly more probable over
a relatively narrow arc. The maps of the probability of presence
of Proxima c for epochs 2020.0, 2021.0 (close to the ascending
node), and 2022.0 are shown in Fig. 3.
Table 2. Derived parameters of Proxima c.
Quantity Value
Orbital radius ac 1.489 ± 0.049 au
ac 1.145 ± 0.041 ′′
Minimum mass of planet mc sin i 5.7 ± 1.9 M⊕
Prograde solution:
Orbital inclination i 152 ± 14 deg
Longitude of asc. node Ω 135 ± 34 deg
Correlation (i,Ω) ρ(i,Ω) -0.15
Retrograde solution:
Orbital inclination i 28 ± 14 deg
Longitude of asc. node Ω 295 ± 34 deg
Correlation (i,Ω) ρ(i,Ω) -0.22
Mass of planet c mc 12+12−5 M⊕
3. Discussion
In the present analysis, the error budget of the orbital pa-
rameters of Proxima c is dominated by the precision of the
PMa vector, and more specifically by the GDR2 PM vector
of Proxima. The uncertainties on the components of the long-
term Hip2-GDR2 PM vector (µHG) are approximately four
times smaller than those of the short-term PM vector (µG2).
However, the uncertainty on the spectroscopic radial veloc-
ity is quite comparable: the mean velocity anomaly of Prox-
ima in the tangential plane over the GDR2 time-span is ∆µ =
[+1.34 ± 0.69,+2.37 ± 1.33] m s−1, while the mean radial veloc-
ity is vr = −0.94 ± 0.40 m s−1. The Gaia Early Data Release 3
(EDR3) is expected in the third quarter of 2020. It will bring
significant improvement to the precision of the Gaia PM vector,
and therefore also the PMa vector, possibly by a factor of more
than approximately two thanks to the longer time base and the
decrease in systematic error. This will provide a comparable im-
provement to the orbital parameters and mass of Proxima c.
The inclination of the dust rings identified by Anglada et al.
(2017) (≈ 45◦) from ALMA observations of Proxima is com-
patible with our derived inclination. The position angle of the
major axis of the ring (≈ 140◦) is also in agreement with the po-
sition angle of the line of nodes of the orbit of Proxima c. On a
larger scale, we note that the orbit of Proxima in the αCen sys-
tem (Kervella et al. 2017b) and the orbit of the main components
αCen A and B are both progrades (counter clockwise), possibly
favoring the prograde solution for the orbit of Proxima c (Ta-
ble 2).
If we assume the coplanarity of the orbits of the planets
Proxima b and c, the de-projected mass of the close-in planet is
mb = 2.1+1.9−0.6 M⊕ (adopting mb sin i = 1.0±0.1 M⊕ from Damasso
et al. 2020). It has been suggested that this planet is lying in
the habitable zone of Proxima, but this red dwarf is known to
experience strong flares (MacGregor et al. 2018; Howard et al.
2018). Vida et al. (2019) recently observed repeated, very ener-
getic events using the TESS (Transiting Exoplanet Survey Satel-
lite). Such high-energy flaring could reduce the chance that Prox-
ima b hosts life. However, a high planet mass could help protect
its surface from the high-energy radiation and particles, through
the preservation of its atmosphere and the possible presence of
a magnetic field. Depending on the greenhouse effect on Prox-
ima b, the flares could induce adequate temperatures for liquid
water that, if the atmosphere is dense enough, would in turn
protect its surface from the flares. We note that Abrevaya et al.
(2020) suggest that a fraction of the population of microorgan-
isms on Proxima b is able to survive the flares and superflares of
Proxima.
Feng et al. (2019) recently presented a combined astrometry
and radial velocity analysis for the massive (3 MJ), long-period
(45 years) planet orbiting  Ind A. While the present work does
not reach a comparable level of predictive accuracy on the posi-
tion and mass of the much-less-massive Proxima c, it confirms
the high potential of the combination of ultra high-accuracy as-
trometry and radial velocity measurements. As the astrometric
signature of orbiting companions is linearly decreasing with dis-
tance, emphasis should be placed on radial velocity monitoring
of the nearest stars not saturating the Gaia detectors in order to
reach the highest possible sensitivity in combination with Gaia
astrometry.
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Fig. 2. Orbital trajectories of Proxima c corresponding to the best-fit prograde (left panel) and retrograde (right panel) solutions (whose parameters
are listed in Table 2). A thicker line indicates that the planet is closer to the Earth. The orange arrow shows the velocity vector of Proxima c at the
effective GDR2 epoch, and the red arrow the corresponding reflex velocity of Proxima from its PMa (scaled by 10000×).
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Fig. 3. Maps of the probability of presence of Proxima c relative to its parent star for epochs 2020.0, 2021.0, and 2022.0. The maps are presented
for the prograde solution (top row), the retrograde solution (middle row), and the cumulated probability of presence with no assumption on the
orbital direction (bottom row). The color scale is linear and arbitrarily normalized to the maximum probability in the field at each epoch.
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